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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the Miniature Data Acquisition Transceiver System (Mini-DAT), a Type II
PC-Card based data acquisition and transceiver system is described. The Mini-DAT was
developed by ViaSat and is currently in use at the Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) at
Eglin AFB. AFRL is investigating the use of this Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM)
band system for data collection with advanced munitions.

The Mini-DAT combines the advantages of PC-Card technology with an off the shelf
interfacing and packaging approach to provide a large array of capabilities in a very small
package. The system provides everything needed to collect analog, discrete and digital
data, process the data and transfer the data in a wireless fashion using the latest license
free spread spectrum modulation technology.

The advanced design of the Mini-DAT allows for operation in harsh remote environments,
collecting data unattended and accessed remotely. A graphical user interface (GUI) is
provided via a Windows 3.x and 95 software package that can be easily customized for
specific applications.

The Mini-DAT provides fast and reliable error-free data transfer over the 2.4GHz ISM
communication band. It operates over a shared 80MHz bandwidth, allowing multiple
access of a number of portable units operating simultaneously in the same band.
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INTRODUCTION

The MiniDAT System is a wireless telemetry system consisting of 4 remote MiniDAT
Units (MDUs) and a Command Receiver Base Station. With the MiniDAT system, a user
can acquire baseband telemetry data from remote locations over a wireless network. At
each location, multi-channel analog and digital telemetry can be sampled in continuous
sample or dual rate modes; remote digital output is also accommodated. These baseband
telemetry options are configured over the wireless network since the telemetry transmitter
is actually capable of half duplex transceiver operation.

The Command Receiver Base Station sends configuration and telemetry transmission
commands to the remote unit and receives telemetry using a telemetry transceiver common
to both the Command Receiver Base Station and the MDU. It consists of a laptop PC with
a ViaSat 2.4 GHz Spread Spectrum Transceiver inserted in one of its PCMCIA slots. The
laptop runs a compiled LabView program which provides the Graphical User
Interface(GUI) for configuration and command input and data display.

The remote MDU receives commands from the Command Receiver, acquires baseband
telemetry, and transmits the telemetry over a wireless network. It is a portable unit with
interfaces for RF, Baseband Telemetry, and DC power. Enclosed in its housing are an
SMOS 386 processor card (CPU), a National Instruments PCMCIA Data Acquisition card
(DAQ Card), and a ViaSat Transceiver Card, interconnected through a ViaSat custom
backplane. The Command Receiver Station, MDU and expanded view of the MDU are
shown below.

SYSTEMS OPERATION

From the Command Receiver, the user sends a configuration or transmit command to an
MDU all of which can be individually addressed. The addressed MDU responds by either
changing its configuration or by acquiring baseband telemetry and transmitting the data
back to the Command Receiver via the wireless link. Upon power up, the MDU enters



receive mode, where it listens for configuration and transmit commands. Each MDU is
factory programmed with a unique address, and will respond only when addressed by the
Command Receiver. Upon sending the command, the Command Receiver will enter
receive mode and will not send another command until it has received all data from the
first MDU addressed. Only one unit, either the Command Receiver or MDU, can transmit
at any one time; the rest of the units will be in receive mode.

The MDU configuration parameters include the number of telemetry inputs, sampling
rates, and gain and are established remotely using a transmitted configuration command
from the Command Receiver; the RF frequency of the MDU can also be configured. Upon
receipt of the configuration message, the MDU writes the new configuration information to
flash memory, runs the configuration routine, and sends an acknowledgment message to
the Command Receiver, signifying successful completion of configuration.

The MDU is commanded to initiate acquisition and transmission of baseband telemetry
data with a transmit command from the Command Receiver. The transmit command
specifies the length of time for the data acquisition. After the MDU has responded to these
commands, it re-enters receive mode, where it awaits another addressed instruction from
the Command Receiver.

CAPABILITIES AND PERFORMANCE

Communication  The MDU provides reliable communications to any Command Receiver
via a license free, 2.4GHz ISM band spread spectrum data link. Data rates from
250Kb/sec to 2Mb/sec can be selected, depending on data collection requirements,
required range and desired battery life. The data link provides data from the MDU back to
the user, and also provides a link between the user and the device for remote
programming, setup, turn on and turn off.

Data packets are transmitted and received over the wireless link by the ViaSat 2.4 GHz
Spread Spectrum Transceiver card. Transmission is in the FCC ISM band for unlicensed
users, from 2.40 to 2.48 GHz; the frequency of transmission is configurable in 1 MHz
steps, anywhere in this band. The data is DBPSK modulated at a burst rate of 250 kbps
and spread with a 15 bit code for transmission at 3.75 Mchips/sec. The average transfer
rate depends on the number of telemetry inputs and sampling rates used. Allowable path
loss is over 110 dB. The rubber duck antennas provided with the MDUs provide an
additional antenna gain of about 3dB along the horizontal axis.

Data Acquisition  Data Acquisition is performed by the National Instruments DAQ Card
1200. It performs 12 bit sampling of 8 single-ended or 4 differential analog telemetry
inputs. A variety of input voltage ranges, both polar and bipolar, with either grounded or



floating references are accommodated. 8 digital inputs can be multiplexed with the analog
samples; 8 digital outputs can be set remotely. For relatively slowly and rapidly varying
signals, dual rate sampling allows two groups of the inputs to be sampled at different rates.

Sampling Performance  Sampling performance is determined by the throughput of the
MDU and Command Receiver baseband processing hardware and software. In the single
sample rate mode, a maximum of 16 ksps can be processed continuously. The maximum
continuous sample rate per channel is 16 ksps/number of channels being sampled.
In the dual sampling rate mode, packets of samples are acquired by the MDU at a
maximum sample rate of 100ksps. The time between channel sampling periods is a
function of sample rate, number of channels, and MDU processing time; it varies between
35 and 150 ms. Channels sampled at the second, lower rate are sampled once per channel
per packet; this rate varies from 25 Hz to the sub Hz region. The digital inputs are
multiplexed in the same way as the low rate analog channels.

Data Packetizing  In the MDU CPU, the DAQ buffer of 12 bit samples, 2 bytes per
sample, is compressed to a packet containing 2 samples per 3 bytes of data . This packet
length varies with sampling options, but is roughly 4000 bytes. A Start of Frame Delimiter
(SFD), unique to each MDU is added for packet synchronization and MDU addressing.

Data Display and Logging  A Graphical User Interface (GUI) has been written in
LabView for the laptop for MiniDAT System configuration, control, and data display. In
addition to configuration control and post data collection display this program allows real
time data display of a subset of the received packets. The Command Receiver Laptop has
over 500 MB of disk space to log data files. The Display Saved Data program, a separate
LabView executable, allows data files to be viewed on a front panel screen similar to the
Command Receiver Control screen. All packets can be viewed from this program.

Data Processing and Control  The MDU comes equipped with an on board 80386
microprocessor. The unit is capable of running DOS, with sufficient memory (up to 16MB
RAM) to store and run custom DOS applications downloaded into the MDU during
configuration and set-up. The processor provides for power control, data acquisition card
configuration, communications control and monitoring, while providing the flexibility to
perform additional pre-processing and signal conditioning of acquired data prior to
transmission.

Upgradeability  The MDU has an extensive list of upgrade capabilities. The two
PCMCIA slots provided can be populated with virtually any Type II PC cards currently
available. An optional three PC card version of the MDU will also be available. These PC
slots are controlled via the Type II sized 80386 processor card provided, which is also
available as an 80286 or 80486 with a variety of clock speeds and memory.



MINI-DAT FOR DoD

The Air Force Research Lab, AFRL, Eglin AFB, FL, is investigating the use of commercial
ISM band products to assist in collecting data from subsystems under development. Since
much of the frequency spectrum is being sold off for commercial applications, the
available military spectrum is shrinking and future plans by Washington will reduce the
available spectrum even more. It appears prudent for the government research labs to look
at the use of the commercial spectrum on a non-interference basis for some applications.
The large volume of commercial products and large volume of units sold will make use of
these products very cost effective. Investigation into the use of PCMCIA devices has
shown that many products are available today such as memory storage devices,
ethernet/fax/modem cards, GPS receivers and ISM band transceivers to mention only a
few. Many of these devices can be used off-the-shelf to collect data, transmit the data, and
provide storage and data retrieval as needed. With Pentium processor based notebook
computers available at an affordable price, collection, reduction and analysis of data is
now available and is very transportable.

The Technology Assessment Branch, Armament Directorate at Eglin AFB, has procured
the Mini-Dat and will be investigating its use for both laboratory experiments and for
experiments outside. There are many specific applications that this type of system can be
used for. In areas where analog data needs to be collected and analyzed in environments
where running wires would be prohibited, use of the Mini-Dat will greatly increase the
efficiency of data collection and be both cost and time effective.

One technical consideration to be investigated is how other frequencies in the military
band will affect ISM band products and their performance. ISM, Part 15 will allow up to 1
watt of Effective Radiated Power (ERP) which will provide sufficient range for most
applications. The current Mini-Dat, at 100 milliwatts, with an omni-directional antenna and
clear line of sight, is usable to around 3 km. Adding a higher gain receiver antenna such as
those available at military test ranges will significantly increase range.

Another application of Mini-Dat will be to provide an interface with off-the-shelf
PCMCIA GPS cards allowing transmission of both position data, and GPS time along with
other analog inputs. This application should provide very useful data during development
of various subsystems at AFRL.

CONCLUSION

 The Mini-Dat as configured, is a basic building block for the collection and transmission
of analog and digital signals. Interfaced with a Pentium computer and Labview, this system
provides a very flexible, portable data collection system. Future plans include interfacing
several off-the-shelf devices and investigating their potential use by the end of this year.
Future uses of ISM band commercial products promises to provide significant cost savings
in the development of systems and subsystems for telemetry applications..


